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Abstract. Constraint Handling Rules, CHR, have proved to be effec-
tive for a large range of reasoning tasks, which makes it interesting in
different sorts of interactive installations. Typically, such an installation
involves a large number of cooperating software components that need
to refer to a common knowledge. Using CHR’s constraint stores as a
knowledge representation may be appealing from a theoretical point of
view, but suffers from the inherent limitation of CHR, that a constraint
store disappears immediately after a query has been evaluated.

An extension to CHR is proposed, which allows different processes to
reason over and maintain a common knowledge base represented as text
files containing constraints. Constraints are automatically read from and
written to the files before and after a query has been executed, which
means that the intended style of programming deviates only very little
from traditional CHR programming.

1 Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules [1, 2], CHR for short, were created as a declarative
language for defining constraint solvers to be used from Prolog, typically for
standard domains such as real, integer or rational numbers. However, it was
soon realized that CHR is a powerful language for knowledge representation
and reasoning, as documented among others by [2, 3]. In such applications, the
constraint store may be seen as a knowledge base, but in that respect, CHR has a
deficiency as the constraint store disappears immediately after a query has been
evaluated. In order to qualify fully as a knowledge representation formalism, it
should be possible also to run several queries in the same constraint store as well
as using CHR rules for updating the knowledge base represented as a constraint
store.

We are here interested in extending the range of applications for CHR to
include interactive installations involving some sort of knowledge assimilation or
adaptive properties over time. This may be relevant, e.g., for collecting knowl-
edge about different users, analyzing their behaviour and so on. We also want to
promote experiments using CHR for analyzing streams of sensor data, that also
can be considered as constraints, constantly updated by an external process. We
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also need to take into account the fact that any nontrivial interactive installation
typically includes many different software components written in many different
languages and incorporates a variety of prefabricated drivers for special hard-
ware. Thus we need a common knowledge representation format, which is easily
accessible from CHR (that we intend be dominating for reasoning tasks) as well
as other languages used. Our aim is to provide facilities that allow programmers
to write their CHR programs in a way as close as possible to the way they do
for standard one-query-at-a-time applications.

We present a suggestion for such a framework, which forms an extended ver-
sion of CHR, dubbed iiCHR to hint a relationship to interactive installations.
As a common format for knowledge storage and exchange, we use text files con-
taining ground constraints written as Prolog facts instead of involving additional
technologies such as database management systems. This provides a straightfor-
ward and transparent format, that is easily read and written also by external
processes written in other programming languages.

Synchronization has been of less concern in the present work and, at least
until we have gained more practical experience with iiCHR, we expect the devel-
opers to handle this using facilities of the operating system and hosting Prolog
implementation. This paper is not about the semantics of CHR and its deriva-
tives, and we leave any such considerations to the developer; here we provide a
new environment that adapts an existing technology to a new range of appli-
cations. Application programs such as those we have in mind, may have clean
parts that rely on a first-order semantics and good properties such as conflu-
ence. For the knowledge base management parts, we need to consider CHR as a
nonmonotonic language in which procedural properties such as the order of rule
applications do matter.

In the following section 2, we discuss our motivating applications and the
design goals that we have emphasized, and section 3 describes the details of our
iiCHR system. Heuristics and coding principles for using iiCHR are discussed
in section 4, and section 5 demonstrates a small application that may serve as
a first prototype for an art museum with four different programs cooperating
around a common knowledge base. Finally, we review related work in section 7
and provide a concluding discussion, including a first evaluation and suggestions
for future work, in section 8.

2 Motivation and design considerations

This work is motivated by a project developed at Roskilde’s University’s De-
partment of Communication, Business and Information Technologies called the
Experience Cylinder [4]. It is an installation with a 360◦ circular screen equipped
with a number of synchronized projectors plus a Kinect device mounted above
the installation to trace the visitors’ movements. The first application has been
developed together with the Viking Ship Museum of Roskilde, Denmark, to ex-
hibit information about a journey made with a full size copy of a viking longship
from Roskilde to Dublin and back. During the travel, all sorts of physical data
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were logged and lots of photos, videos and written accounts – all timestamped –
have been recorded.1 Here the circle represents a time line as well as a geograph-
ical circuit (the trip to Dublin went North of Scotland and the trip back south of
Wales and England). When a visitor moves closer to the screen, appetizers will
pop up corresponding to the indicated time point (alias geographical position),
and he or she may require further details by simple gestures such as pointing.

The software platform used in the Experience Cylinder is currently being
developed into a more generic form so that active components can be added
without interface programming, and this is where our CHR-based components
may come in. The current installation does not recognize the visitors nor take
into account their current focus of interest (e.g., one visitor may be interested
in the food onboard and another in the weather conditions), and here relevant
“intelligent” components written in CHR may become interesting. Adding “intel-
ligent”, animated characters that interact with users, is also under consideration.

In our previous work, we have investigated and developed methods using
CHR for especially abductive reasoning [5–7], including for language analy-
sis [8–10]. This, together with other work, see, e.g., [2, 11], has demonstrated
that CHR is highly suited for a large variety of reasoning task. A main goal with
the present work is to make reasoning with CHR available for developers of in-
teractive and intelligent installations. By mentioning “intelligent” here, we mean
that an installation should appear as a knowledgeable, cooperative and perhaps
even sympathetic partner, that helps to improve the experience for the user.
Abductive reasoning and language processing are very concise metaphors in this
context, as the task for the reasoner involves coming up with best explanations
of what is actually going on inside or around the installation, e.g., figuring out
users’ intentions or focus of interest. These judgements need to be made from
the ongoing discourse of sensor signals (or higher level signals extracted from
sensor data by other software components).

In our choice of facilities, we have in mind developers who are motivated for
trying out CHR for the applications and reasons mentioned. We hope to address
both designers or artist, who care mainly about interaction and contents, and
experienced technicians who can program, adapt and tie together the variety of
software and hardware components involved. This calls for preserving the (rela-
tive) simplicity and transparency of CHR, adding as little additional complexity
as possible, and reducing the need for learning yet another hybrid programming
language. Our choice of plain text files of Prolog facts as the interlingua between
software components avoids mixing in other conceptual frameworks, as would
the use of relational databases or XML-based technology. Furthermore, this for-
mat is easily accessible also for developers with no experience in CHR and/or no
interest in the knowledge intensive parts of an installation. We discuss possible
consequences of this decision in section 8.

While we take for granted the qualities of CHR with respect to reasoning, it
is less obvious how it works for updating of knowledge bases. This is evaluated
in our conclusions, based on our test application developed in section 5.

1 See http://www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en/the-sea-stallion-past-and-present/.
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3 The proposal: iiCHR

In the following, we describe all facilities of the iiCHR language, where it differs
from or extends standard CHR. It is implemented on top of SWI Prolog [12] and
its CHR library and inherits their facilities. The implementation is available at
on the internet [13].

3.1 Declaration of constraints

Constraint predicates may be shared between different programs via a common
file, which requires a certain agreement between the declarations in each pro-
gram. Each program should declare the constraints it is using as described here.
Instead of using CHR’s standard way of declaring constraints, directives of the
following form are used.

:- iiCHR constraint Constraint-Decl, . . . , Constraint-Decl.

Each constraint declaration takes the following form.

Constraint-Predicate/Arity*[Options].

Predicates and arities have the usual meaning as in CHR, with a small deviation
when option time stamped is in use (explained below). The options and the
preceding asterisk may be left out, in which case the declaration is synonymous
with a standard CHR constraint declaration. The following options are currently
available.

file(Path)
The Path determines a file relative to the current working directory; the
file extension “.con” is automatically added. This file stores a collection of
constraints for the given constraint predicate in a textual format, and is
normally read into the initial constraint store before a query is executed.
Depending on how the query is posed and other options, the constraints in
the final constraint store for this predicate may or may not be written back
to the file. A given file must only be used for one constraint predicate.
Constraint predicates that are declared with an associated file are called
shared,2 all other constraint predicates private.

read only, write only, append
Only relevant for shared predicates, and at most one of them may be used
for the same constraint predicate. read only means that the constraints
are never written back to the file after a query has been executed (unless
option is overridden by the query predicate; below). write only is defined
analogously. append means that the file is not read in, and any constraints
produced for this constraint predicate are appended to file.

2 The term “shared” indicates that the given constraint may be potentially shared
between different programs that access the same file.
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active

Only relevant for shared predicates. Normally, shared are made passive in
each rule head where they occur (the rationale for this is discussed in sec-
tions 3.2 below). This option overrides this convention, but exceptions can
be made in other ways as indicated below.

time stamped

An additional argument is added to each constraint but is invisibly in the
normal rule syntax. When a constraint of the given predicate is created, a
current time stamp is generated, corresponding to the current physical time.
This facility is intended, among other things, for (virtual) sensor signals.

locking, nowait
Only relevant for shared predicates. It affects the query predicates’ use of
the file; described below.

When more than one program refer to the same file via their iiCHR constraint
declarations, these are expected to agree on the associated predicate name, arity
and the time stamped option. Constraints of shared predicates must be ground
when attempted to be written or appended to a file; otherwise an exception is
generated from the query predicates explained in section 3.3 below.

3.2 Rules

The rules of iiCHR are similar to those of CHR, including the usual propagation,
simplification and simpagation rules, that we expect our reader to be familiar
with.

As indicated above, shared constraints are made passive in rules by default.
This prevents repeated applications of propagation and simpagation rules, that
must be expected to have been applied already, to a set of constraints read in
from a file. This way, we can expect linear time for loading of constraints from a
file and it anticipates an incremental processing of constraints accumulated over
time. The consequences for the programmer are discussed in section 4 below.
Consider as an example the following iiCHR rule appearing in a source file, with
s/1 being a shared and p/1 a private constraint.

p(X), s(Y) ==> Z is X+Y, s(Z).

It is compiled into the following CHR rule, using SWI Prolog’s syntax for passive
constraints.

p(X), s(Y)#passive ==> Z is X+Y, s(Z).

If needed, this can be overridden, either throughout the source file using the
option active in the constraint declaration, or specifically for a given occurrence
in the head of an iiCHR rule as follows.

p(X), s(Y)#active ==> Z is X+Y, s(Z).

The latter rule compiles as expected into the following CHR rule.

p(X), s(Y) ==> Z is X+Y, s(Z).
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Both #active and #passive annotations can be used in the head of rules, how-
ever #active only for shared constraint predicates.

Constraints declared with the option time stamped and arity n can be used
in any rule as a constraint with n arguments, disregarding a hidden n + 1’th
argument holding a time stamp. If needed, the time stamp of a given constraint
can be accessed in the head of a rule using an annotation of the form #time(T)
where T is a Prolog variable. Whenever a call to a time stamped constraint
predicate is made in the body of a rule, a timestamp is added automatically and
invisibly, reflecting the actual physical time. We illustrate this by an example of a
constraint declaration with two rules, showing how they are compiled into CHR
and an auxiliary Prolog predicate. The iiCHR constraint bind/2 declared below
represents bindings from identifier to values. The first iiCHR rules implements a
preference to new bindings over old ones, and the second one applies for bindings
to a specific identifier, disregarding the time stamp.

:- iiCHR constraint bind/2*[time stamped].

bind(Key, )#time(T1) \ bind(Key,V0)#time(T0) <=> T1 > T0 | true.

bind(id,V) ==> write(’id bound to ’), write(V), nl.

This code fragment is compiled into the following CHR code, that includes an
auxiliary Prolog predicates that simulates to be the bind constraint within rule
bodies.

:- chr constraint bind/3.

bind(Key, ,T1) \ bind(Key, ,T0) <=> T1 > T0 | true.

bind(id,V, ) ==> write(’id bound to ’), write(V), nl.

bind(X,Y):- get time(T), bind(X,Y,T).

The get time predicate is an SWI Prolog built-in that produces the relevant
time stamp.

Finally we introduce a notation for a simple variant of so-called negation as
absence [14], which has turned out to be useful for the intended applications.
The notation not exists Pattern can be used in a guard or body of a rule
to test that there is no constraint matching Pattern in the current constraint
store. It obviously requires the programmer to have in mind which variables
are instantiated through the head of the rule, and it does not conform with a
first-order semantics; it is shown at work in section 5.3 below.

3.3 Queries

Queries can be posed using two alternative predicates called executeQuery and
executeUpdate. The names are inspired by the JDBC interface [15] and are used
for queries that either only read values or are expected to both read and write
values from/to files. In the following, the Query argument can be any query
referring to iiCHR constraints and additional Prolog predicates if needed. We
introduce these predicates in an overall way and explain later the conventions
used for accessing and locking files.
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executeQuery(Query)
The constraints for any shared predicates declared in this source file are
read in from the relevant files (unless declared as write only or append)
and entered into the constraint store by calling them. Then the Query is
executed in the usual way.

executeUpdate(Query)
It proceeds as executeQuery(Query), and – if this did not fail – extracts
from the final constraint store all constraints of shared predicates (except
those declared as read only). If these predicates are declared with the
append options, the constraints are appended to the file, otherwise written
to the file and replacing any previous content of the file.

The query predicates can take an optional argument which is a list of options of
the form

Constraint-Predicate/Arity*Modifier

where the Modifier is one of ignore, read only, write only, append, locking
and nowait. The first one, ignore, indicates that the files associated with the
given constraint is neither read in nor written to the associated file. The remain-
ing options make the query execute as if they had been given in the constraint
declarations. Alternatively, the modifiers can be given without a constraint pred-
icate, meaning that they go for all predicates. Modifiers locking, write only

and append are only relevant for executeUpdate.
When executeQuery or executeUpdate wants to read in a number of files,

it normally waits until it can access all the files. It does so in a way that it only
holds files when all files can be accessed, except from tiny moments used for
testing availability. When all files are available, they are locked for writing by
any other processes, the files are read in, and then released. However, in case
of executeUpdate, a lock is kept on any file covered by a locking option. The
nowait option will lead to an exception in case the first attempt to access all
files for reading does not succeed.

When executeUpdate has finished a query evaluation successfully, it will
wait until it can access all relevant files for writing (with the same precautions
as above), locks them temporarily, writes all files and finally releases all locks.

If it is not possible to get access to a required set of files for reading or
writing within a system defined time limit, the given query predicate generates
an exception. This time limit can be changed by the programmer for each process
running iiCHR. A similar time limit is defined for the actual execution of a query,
i.e., in between the reading and writing of files.

4 Programming patterns

We expect programs written using iiCHR to have two main functions, namely
reasoning about knowledge and maintenance of knowledge. While CHR, and thus
iiCHR, is well-suited for a large variety of reasoning tasks, its use for maintenance
of knowledge bases may be less obvious and should be critically evaluated.
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In the simplest case of adding a new piece of data to a knowledge base, this
amounts to calling a shared constraint, which thus is added to the constraint
store and in turn to the corresponding file. In case we do not want an uncondi-
tional addition of the new data, but have it evaluated and perhaps transformed
in some way, we need to pay special attention, as shared constraints by default
are passive in rule heads, as explained above. Assuming such a predicate, say
c/1, it is often useful to introduce a private counterpart newc/1, to trigger the
desired analysis. One useful programming pattern is to write a series of rules
with newc/1 in their head, ended by an insertion rule as follows.

newc(X) <=> c(X).

Replacement of a data value, analogous to an UPDATE statement in SQL, can
be obtained by a rule based on the following pattern.

newc(New-Value) \ c(Old-Value) <=> c(New-Value).

Here the passive nature of c/1 combined with the active newc/1 is actually an
advantage, as it eliminates the danger of loops that otherwise requires attention
for CHR programs with rules of the form c(· · · ),. . . <=> c(· · · ),. . ..

As it appears, the iiCHR system gives only very rudimentary tools for syn-
chronization of processes depending on shared constraint predicates. This is a
design choice motivated by having the programmer spend as little effort on these
issues as possible. However, a classical problem of data loss may arise in case
two processes, say A and B, are triggered by the same event, so they start al-
most simultaneously, both read the file for the same shared constraint, say c/n,
process for a while, then A re-writes the file and then B. In this case, the data
produced by A is lost. Under such circumstances, and when preservation of all
data is essential, the problem can be avoided using the locking option. In some
cases, the append option may also do the job.

The other options related to reading and writing files serve mainly to suppress
unnecessary file operations and can be used with very little intellectual effort.

Deadlocks are effectively prevented by the built-in time limits explained
above. We expect these limits to be reached only in case of programming er-
rors or when other external processes interfere. In extremely rare cases, it is
possible to have two processes fighting to access the same file without finding a
winner, until one or both of them run into a time limit. If this (very unlikely)
turns out to be a problem, it can be avoided using pseudo-random numbers to
determine small waiting times when file access is requested.

5 Example: An interactive art museum

We consider an art museum that works as a large interactive installation keeping
track of the guests’ movements. The museum houses a collection of paintings,
each identified by painter and title. The museum’s curator may dynamically
remove paintings, include new ones and tag them with one or more themes.
Such themes may reflect periods in the history of art, they can refer to a genre
or elements depicted in the painting, or something completely different. There is
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a front desk that receives and says farewell to guest, and an automatic advisor
which, based on the themes of the paintings that each guest has seen recently,
may suggest him or her a possible next painting to look at. Such advice may be
given via a wireless headset or a smartphone.

To support the different tasks, the installation includes four different software
components written in iiCHR using five different data files. The following figure
shows these parts with lines to indicate which software components use which
files.

The guests.con file maintains a list of the guests currently in the museum.
Example:

guest(peter). guest(mary).

The collection.con file represents the exhibited paintings together with their
thematic tags. Examples:

painting(leonardo,monalisa,portrait).
painting(leonardo,monalisa,renaissance).
painting(leonardo,ladyWithEmine,animal).
painting(leonardo,ladyWithEmine,portrait).
painting(leonardo,ladyWithEmine,renaissance).

The themes.con file keeps a list of the themes currently in use in terms of a
constraint theme/1. The log.con file is a record of which guests saw which
paintings when, and is intended for statistic purposes that we do not consider
here, and to avoid recommending a guest to see a painting that he or she has
seen already. Example:

watchedPainting(peter,leonardo,ladyWithEmine,1341913905.404352).

Finally, the topicalities.con file holds measurements of the guests’ interests in
different themes, by adding a contribution for each theme of the recently watched
painting with a geometric decay to emphasize the recent ones. Examples:
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topicalityMeasure(peter,animal,0.10289999999999999).

topicalityMeasure(peter,portrait,0.8319300000000001).

topicalityMeasure(peter,renaissance,0.17492999999999997).

In the following, we go through the software components written in iiCHR. So
far, they have been tested by posing queries manually into terminal windows,
one such window for each component. However, the queries that we show below
could equally well have been triggered by the operating system or a waiting loop
implemented in Prolog.

5.1 The front desk program

Constraint declarations:

:- iiCHR constraint guest/1*[file(guests)].

:- iiCHR constraint topicalityMeasure/3*[file(topicalities)].

:- iiCHR constraint enter/1, exit/1.

The relevant queries for the front desk are of the following forms.

?- executeUpdate(enter(guest)) ?- executeUpdate(exit(guest))

The enter constraint inserts a guest constraint, exit removes it together with
all related topicalityMeasure constraints. The rules are as follows.

guest(Guest) \ enter(Guest) <=> write(’Guest already in museum’).

enter(Guest) <=> guest(Guest).

exit(Guest) \ topicalityMeasure(Guest, , ) <=> true.

exit(Guest), guest(Guest) <=> true.

Referring to the discussion of programming heuristics above, it appears that the
enter constraints serves as “new” version of guest, and exit is a trigger to start
the two clean-up rules.

5.2 The curator’s program

Constraint declarations:

:- iiCHR constraint painting/3*[file(collection)].

:- iiCHR constraint theme/1*[file(themes)].

:- iiCHR constraint newPainting/3, removePainting/2, removeIfNotUsed/1.

The last constraint removes themes no longer in use. Queries:

?- executeUpdate(newPainting(Painter, Title, theme)) and
?- executeUpdate(removePainting(Painter, Title))

Notice that newPainting can be used for including entirely new paintings as well
as adding new themes to an existing ones. The following rules serve to update
the two shared constraint predicates.

painting(Painter,Title,Theme) \ newPainting(Painter,Title,Theme) <=> true.
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theme(Theme) \ newPainting(Painter,Title,Theme)

<=> painting(Painter,Title,Theme).

newPainting(Painter,Title,Theme)

<=> theme(Theme), painting(Painter,Title,Theme).

removePainting(Painter,Title) \ painting(Painter,Title,Theme)

<=> removeIfNotUsed(Theme).

painting( , ,Theme) \ removeIfNotUsed(Theme) <=> true

removeIfNotUsed(Theme) \ topicalityMeasure( ,Theme, ) <=> true.

removeIfNotUsed(Theme), theme(Theme) <=> true.

The rules for removeIfNotUsed may be require a bit of explanation. One instance
of it is generated for each theme of a painting being removed. However, if the
theme is still in use, this instance is eliminated by a simpagation rule, otherwise
it triggers the clean-up rules for topicalityMeasure and theme constraints.

Obviously this program can only be understood by a procedural reading and
is not meaningfully considered in a first-order semantics.

5.3 The intelligent camera’s program

Our imaginary museum has equipment that tracks the different guests and gen-
erates a signal each time a guest has been watching a painting for more than, say,
one minute. With today’s technologies, such a facility can made relatively easily
and for small money, and there are available driver software that can be adapted
for this purposes. Which detailed technology is used is not of importance here,
and to give it a name, we refer to it as the intelligent camera, although the best
solution in practice may not need to involve cameras. The following program
executes the necessary updates whenever such a signal is reported.

Constraint declarations:

:- iiCHR constraint watchedPainting/3*[file(’log’),time stamped,append].

:- iiCHR constraint topicalityMeasure/3*[file(’topicalities’)].

:- iiCHR constraint painting/3*[file(collection),read only].

:- iiCHR constraint newWatchedPainting/3.

When a guest is reported to have watched a painting, his or her topicality mea-
sures are updated. We use (arbitrarily) a decay factor of 0.7 and an increment
of 0.3. When the sum of these two numbers is 1, the measure will be between 0
and 1, converging to 1 for a theme that is repeated over and over.

Queries: ?- executeUpdate(newWatchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title)).

Rules:

newWatchedPainting(Guest, , ) \ topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme,W)

<=> W1 is W * 0.7, topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme,W1).

newWatchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title), painting(Painter,Title,Theme)

\ topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme,W)

<=> W1 is W + 0.3, topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme,W1).
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newWatchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title), painting(Painter,Title,Theme)

==> not exists topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme, )

| topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme,0.3).

newWatchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title)

<=> watchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title).

To understand these rules, recall the code pattern for constraint replacement
explained in section 4 above and which is applied here in an extended form. The
first rule decays every measure for the given user, the second one increments it
for the themes of the current painting, with the exception that the third rule
applies in case there is no previous measure constraint for that user and theme.
The last rule inserts a new watchedPainting constraint into the log.

5.4 The advisor’s program

Constraints declarations:

:- iiCHR constraint watchedPainting/3*[file(’log’),time stamped,read only].

:- iiCHR constraint topicalityMeasure/3*[file(’topicalities’),read only].

:- iiCHR constraint painting/3*[file(collection),read only].

:- iiCHR constraint suggestAdvice/0.

:- iiCHR constraint advice/4.

The suggestAdvise constraint is a trigger that initiates a search for possible
relevant advice to give to the current guests, and a constraint advice(Guest,
Painter,Title,Theme,Weight) represents an advice to be issued to a given
Guest to see a given painting; the Theme and Weight represents the topicality
measure that gave rise to the selection of this advice. We leave it unspecified
how the advices produced in this way are communicated to the guests.

Queries: ?- executeQuery(newWatchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title)).

Rules:
suggestAdvice, topicalityMeasure(Guest,Theme,M),

painting(Painter,Title,Theme)

==> M > 0.63, not exists watchedPainting(Guest,Painter,Title)

| advice(Guest,Painter,Title,Theme,M).

advice(Guest, , , ,W1) \ advice(Guest, , , ,W2) <=> W1 >= W2 | true.

The first rule generates an advice for every guest and painting having a theme
with a topicality measure greater that a certain threshold, however only if the
guest has not seen that picture already. The threshold 0.63 indicates that either
the 3 most recent paintings or 4 out of 5 most recent are tagged with the given
theme. The last rule removes all but one best advice for each guest.

6 Evaluation of the example

In examining the suitability of iiCHR for intelligent and interactive installations,
we consider it already passed with a high mark with respect to the “intelligent”
dimension, i.e., reasoning, based on the comprehensive literature on this issue
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referenced above. For the interaction and coordination aspects, we may assess the
collection of programs developed in the previous section, which concerns mainly
knowledge base maintenance and no advanced reasoning. As it appeared, it was
natural to program in a procedural style in which propagation and simpagation
rules were interesting for their side effects on the constraint store.

This sort of programming may – at first glance – appear rather awkward
to many developers, those who normally think in terms of explicit loops, tests
and database statements, as well as those familiar with declarative programming
in CHR in isolated contexts. However, we also observe that our programs were
based on few and described design patterns that can be learned.

We included all the necessary code in the example section above, nothing
was left out, and the number of code lines is actually quite small. As a thought
experiment, we may consider an implementation using Java and JDBC, that
would likely result in much longer code with at least as many strange maneuvers
to get everything right. To this comparison, we can add that iiCHR is a powerful
reasoning system, so we can continue to develop our application adding more and
more advanced analyses of user behaviour within the same framework, which is
rather hypothetical to consider in a 100% imperative setting such as Java.

7 Related work

Potential concurrency for CHR has attracted attention, especially for confluent
programs, for which the order of rule applications is immaterial. We can imagine
several processors working in parallel applying their own sets of rules to the
same constraint store; see [2] for overview and references to primary literature.
A notion of transactions for CHR has been proposed by [16] and which will be
interesting to investigate for our purpose, so that each query executed in an
iiCHR program is made into such a transaction.

Where our system somehow fakes that all processes work on the same con-
straint store, by constantly reading and writing files, the mentioned ideas could
be used to implement a system in which the different programs actually accessed
the same constraint store. We are not aware of any efficient and workable imple-
mentation of such systems that are ready to be applied in the sort of installations
that we have in mind. Notice also that the locking option of iiCHR’s constraint
declarations provides a simple and effective way of defining transactions.

A mechanism has been suggested by [17] for adaptation of CHR proofs once
produced to changing input constraints, i.e., for small changes in the environ-
ment, a small adjustment of the proof may lead to an updated conclusion. Such
methods may be used for tracking the users of an installation, but it is not clear
to us whether it can be used to model accumulation and refinement of knowl-
edge over time. The cost of maintaining a data structure for proof trees may also
outbalance the gain of reusing previous proof steps.

Efficient compilation of CHR into imperative languages such as C or Java
are described in [18] that also reports efficient implementations. Such combined
paradigms may also be interesting candidates for adding reasoning components
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to interactive installations. We have not studied this in detail, but we may expect
some difficulties due to impedance mismatch between the two worlds in one.

We are not aware of other work on rule-based systems in interactive instal-
lations, that goes beyond having reasoning as a separate subsystem with no
real integration. The idea of processes communication through a common con-
straint store is present in the paradigm of Concurrent Constraint Programming
(CCP) [19]; it is not directly comparable as CCP does not include its own rule-
based language for defining constraints. An application of CCP to interactive
systems is described in [20]. There are also some similarities with the Linda
system [21] from the 1980s in which parallel processes communicate through a
common tuple store.

8 Conclusion

We have presented an adaptation of CHR, in the shape of the iiCHR framework,
to be used for interactive installations, and which allows a fairly straightforward
cooperation between different processes collaborating around the same body of
accumulated knowledge. We have used a rather unsophisticated, but effective
common representation of knowledge in terms of text files, which is also easily
accessible from system components written in other programming languages.
However, seen from the iiCHR developer’s point of view the actual representation
is more or less immaterial as reading and writing of these files are integrated in
a natural way into the querying facilities.

Another possible way to use CHR to maintain a shared, developing knowledge
base may be to have a central “knowledge server” as a perpetually running CHR
process, that waits for external requests and executes them one by one in the
developing constraint store. However, this approach may by vulnerable due to
potential memory leaks, failures and runtime errors.

We have considered using a database system for storing constraints instead
of using text files, but the conversion of the output from the database into
constraints would be at least as time consuming as reading a plain text file.

However, it may be interesting to integrate into iiCHR an additional sort of
database resident constraints intended for very large constraint sets with limited
operations. Only small portions determined by a search key should to be loaded
into CHR, and updating could be restricted forms that are easily translated
into INSERT and UPDATE statements of SQL. In forthcoming work, we plan
to make experiments of developing real applications running in the Experience
Cylinder framework [4] mentioned in section 2 to obtain more experience in order
to test and refine the iiCHR design.
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